The establishment and implications
of the United States Africa Command
An African perspective
INTRODUCTION

US FOREIGN POLICY TOWARDS AFRICA

This paper is designed to describe and evaluate the
foreign policy making of the United States (US) in
relation to Africa, and also to offer an early assessment
of the nature, leadership, features and purposes of the
US Africa Command (AFRICOM) from an African
perspective. It explores how AFRICOM is supposed to
oversee security and conduct military operations, when
necessary. The paper also examines whether AFRICOM
will pick its way through a minefield of misunderstandings in both the US and Africa, and worsen or improve
Africa’s environment of peace and security. It advances
the argument that AFRICOM is a combatant command
set up by the US in an attempt to make more efficient
its diplomatic and military activities in Africa. Yet,
AFRICOM has unintentionally come to be regarded
by many Africans as an unsettling militarisation of
US-Africa relations which will only compound their
continent’s multifaceted problems.
In order to consider all these issues in the most
adequate and balanced way, the paper draws on primary
documents and secondary resources. These consist of
books, journal articles, consultancy studies, government
reports, conference papers and media publications.
The paper is divided into three parts. The first part
assesses the structures and patterns of US foreign policy
making in dealing with issues related to Africa. It also
addresses the perceived interests of the US in Africa,
which is second only to Asia in vastness. This serves as
a background for the second part, which examines the
origins and configuration of AFRICOM, and then summarises its intended activities. The third and final part
evaluates the interrelated and inherently contradictory
implications of AFRICOM for the US and Africa. The
paper concludes in an admittedly tentative way with an
estimation of the realistic possibilities for AFRICOM’s
effectiveness and its prospects for achieving credibility in
Africa under the Obama administration.

US foreign policy making
relating to Africa
The charge of making US foreign policy is constitutionally conferred on the president. In other words, US
foreign policy making is concentrated in the hands of just
one person, the president.1 Such a monopoly of foreign
policy making was facilitated by the near-paralysis of the
other actors of foreign policy. Indeed, with a Congress
uninterested and uninformed on Africa-related issues
and only partially exercising control through committee
hearings and granting appropriations,2 the president is
relatively free to make unchecked foreign policy decisions with regard to Africa, which remains insignificant
as an outlet for trade and investment. This presidential
command of African foreign policy issues is further
enhanced by the all-too-apparent apathy and laxity of the
US public, who are generally uninformed about pressing
problems in Africa, and the lack of aggressiveness on the
part of the media.3
Each president defi nes ‘his role and responsibilities
somewhat differently and fulfi ls them in a manner that
reflects or is at least compatible with his own needs,
temperament, and operating style’.4 The Department of
State and the secretary of state are traditionally expected to be the president’s sole foreign policy advisors
and executioners. Apart from the Department of State,
the Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) provide information and analysis to the
president. The National Security Council provides the
mechanism whereby the vice-president, the secretary of
state and the secretary of defense, and other senior officials participate in foreign policy making. The national
security advisor, supported by a small staff, oversees
the preparation of policy analyses and proposals, which
serve as a basis for discussion in the National Security
Council.5
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It is apparent that for the last five decades the
successive presidents of the US – Republican and
Democrat alike – and their senior advisors almost
never had concern for, knowledge of and experience
of managing relations with Africa.6 In any case, Africa
represents only a tiny portion of the vast range of states,
regions and issues involved in the formulation of US
foreign policy.7 And Africa lacks ‘a strong and organised
domestic lobby to push the continent’s issues onto
the US foreign policy agenda’.8 Actually, except under
conditions of crisis, one has ‘to move down to the level
of the Assistant Secretary to find an individual with a
large reservoir of knowledge and deep-seated interest in
Sub Saharan Africa’.9 Accordingly, ‘African issues, more
so than other regions, remained the esoteric concern
of a few … By default, African questions remained the
domain of middle levels of the executive branch’.10 For
instance, George Bush Snr’s secretary of state, James
Baker, ‘spent very little time worrying about Africa,
essentially leaving policy to ❲Assistant Secretary of State
for African Affairs Cohen❳’.11

Decisions on African issues
often ignored the empirical
evidence that could have been
acquired from consultation

One other major problem in the conduct of relations
with Africa is the ad hoc approach of US administrations
of both political parties. When a new president assumes
office, he replaces the whole upper layers of officials concerned with foreign policy, from the secretary of state and
national security advisor down to the assistant secretary
of state for African affairs. The turnover of officials means
that conceptions of US interests are incessantly redefined,
with an unfortunate and ‘continuing preoccupation with
the current and the immediate’,17 and the strategies for
protecting them equally change. Foreign policy initiatives
clearly suffer, since there is insufficient time for them to
take root, and for their authors to know their shortcomings
and to see the reactions of other states.18
The professionals in the Department of State (including
its 44 embassies19), the Department of Defense and the
CIA are the main sources for specialised knowledge and
analysis of African issues. There is no shortage of in-depth
expertise on Africa, in the form of political and intelligence
analysts, economists and defence planners, because sound
policies often require insight and on-the-ground understanding of the political and social forces and the setting
of African states in order to analyse military and political
situations, inclinations and actions.20 That kind of knowledge about a state or region comes from specialised study,
living there, and mastery of the language. Such specialisation is usually available,21 but either is not ‘always [as] full
or accurate as it might be’22 or is self-evidently neglected
and underutilised. In fact, ‘decisions on African issues
often ignored the empirical evidence that could have been
acquired from consultation with specialists on Africa’.23

with specialists on Africa
US INTERESTS IN AFRICA
Thus, the issues that emerge from day to day in Africa
are usually handled by lower-layer officials who are
supposed to be guided by an understanding of the rather
vague priorities of the president, and translate them into
concrete initiatives.12 The National Security Council’s
Interdepartmental Group for Africa assesses US interests
in Africa, and formulates options accordingly. It is
commonly chaired by the assistant secretary of state for
African affairs, and draws members mainly from the
Department of State, the Department of Defense and the
CIA, all three of which are involved in Africa.13 It follows
that the Department of State exercised full foreign policy
primacy on Africa, and the assistant secretary of state for
African affairs was always the ‘lead policymaker in the US
government on African issues, including regional security
policy’.14 Yet, the persistent rivalry between these bureaucratic outfits, interagency networks and officials dealing
with Africa15 constantly led to ‘a fragmented policy unable
to articulate clear goals and interests’16 and was thereby
characterised by an inconsistency of major proportions.
2

Despite Africa’s varying geographical and political scope,
US officials and analysts generally view the continent
in terms of the global strategic situation.24 They usually
divide US interests in Africa into three broad levels, but
these interests were evidently limited in comparison with
US interests in other areas, and ‘had not been clearly
defined’.25 Consequently, ‘the absence of clear US interests
has left Africa at the bottom of foreign policy concerns’.26
On the strategic level, Africa is near world sea lanes, such
as the Straits of Gibraltar, the Red Sea and the Cape route,
through which oil and vital minerals are shipped, and
which could be possible targets of terrorism and piracy.
Furthermore, dating back to the Cold War years, African
states provide useful communications, and air and naval
facilities through which US troops could be transported
and a variety of combat and covert operations launched.27
On the political level, in Africa there are more than
fifty states, which play a substantial role in international
forums and possess a consequential voting strength in
the United Nations. Indeed, African states comprise 25
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sensibly undermining the political influence of the US in
Africa,44 as well as the competitive advantage of US companies, and maybe challenging US access to major African
ports and its related ability to trade and receive oil.45 The
increasing competition from China has forced the US
to revisit its trade relations with African states. It led the
Clinton and Bush Jnr administrations to introduce and
expand the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)
in order to facilitate commodity transactions between the
US and African states, especially oil and cotton.46

ESTABLISHMENT OF AFRICOM
The origins of AFRICOM
Combatant commands were established during the Cold
War, specifically in 1946,47 in order to ‘better manage
military forces for possible armed confrontation with
the Soviet Union and its proxies. Today, they are prisms
through which the Pentagon views the world. Each
command is responsible for coordinating, integrating,
and managing all Defense assets and operations in its
designated area of responsibility’.48 However, in previous
decades, the Department of Defense paid little attention
to Africa in its combatant command structure. In fact,
‘until 1983 sub-Saharan Africa was not included in any of
the geographic combatant commands … [Even when] it
was finally included in the combatant command system,
it simply became a much-ignored component of overstretched commands’.49
Map 1 Africa divided among EUCOM, CENTCOM and PACOM
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% of UN membership and engage in bloc-voting. China
has come to rely on their support to heed its policies and
overcome international criticism.28 There is also constant
concern that the political instability of African states
could invite external intervention, to the detriment of US
interests and security. For instance, following the 1998
bombings of the US embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, the
2002 attacks in Kenya, and especially after the September
2001 attacks on US soil, US interests almost exclusively related to the prevention of terrorism of Africa.29
‘Foremost in many American minds is Africa’s potential as
a haven for international terrorist organisations. Extreme
poverty, ethno-religious divisions, corrupt and weak governance, failed states, and large tracts of ungoverned space
combine to offer what many experts believe to be fertile
breeding grounds for transnational Islamist terror’.30
On the economic level, Africa’s importance to the US is
obviously minimal by European, Latin American or Asian
standards. It is one of the largest, but most conflict-prone
continents in the world.31 And it ‘remains the poorest
continent and the least integrated into the world economy
– with slow growth rates, declining levels of per capita
income, limited capital markets, and relatively small international and interregional trade flows’.32 Yet the US has a
significant stake in Africa, which continues to be a source
of oil, which has become ‘a vital national security interest
of the United States’.33 The US is very interested in Africa’s
oil, given that the continent ‘has 10 % of the world’s proven
oil reserves’34 and has become a substantial supplier of the
US, that there is growing instability in the Middle East,
which called for a ‘diversification of supplies in order to diminish dependence on any single area’,35 and that US and
international demand for energy will continue to increase
in the longer term.36 ‘North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa
accounted for 18.6 % of US oil import in 2005 compared to
17.4 % from the Middle East’.37 Moreover, within the next
decade, ‘Africa’s production is expected to double, and
US imports of oil from West Africa alone are forecast to
increase to 25 % of total US oil imports’.38
In addition, China ‘is establishing itself as a major
external power in Africa … [and] Sino-African trade has
grown with breath-taking speed and amounts to over
US$70 billion’,39 and ‘that number could rise to US$100
billion by 2010’.40 Indeed, China has gained unprecedented
access to African markets for its export-driven economy,
which is the world’s third largest, ‘growing at roughly 9 %
per year’.41 It obtains 30 % of its oil from African sources,
especially Sudan, Congo-Brazzaville and Angola.42 What
is more, about 100 000 Chinese nationals and over 700
Chinese companies currently conduct business on the
continent, making China Africa’s second largest trading
partner, behind the US.
Furthermore, China offers generous and unconditional
financial support in exchange for diplomatic support,43
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reflected in the 2006 National Security Strategy, which
forcefully notes that Africa ‘is of growing geo-strategic
importance and is a high priority’.60 Hence, the US
believed that this challenge and its interests could best be
addressed by establishing a single combatant command
for all African states.

Composition and organisation
of AFRICOM
After operating for a year as a sub-unified command
under EUCOM, and regardless of African opinion
on the matter, AFRICOM became a fully operational
combatant command on 1 October 2008, just 34 days
before the election of Barack Obama to the US presidency. AFRICOM will be responsible to the secretary
of defense for US military relations with all African
states ‘minus Egypt’,61 which remains within the area
of responsibility of CENTCOM.62 It is estimated that
AFRICOM has approximately 400 personnel, even
though its website affi rms that it plans to have a staff of
1 300.63 The fi rst commander of AFRICOM is General
William Ward, a four-star African American general.
He previously served as deputy commander of EUCOM.
Scheinmann reveals that he ‘has served in both Egypt
and Somalia, and his most recent position was US security coordinator, Israel-Palestinian Authority, in 2005.
Well-versed in the region’s dynamics and threats, Ward
would bring a seasoned hand and deep understanding
to the new position’.64
Map 2 Africa under the responsibility of AFRICOM
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Indeed, responsibility for Africa was divided among
three geographic combatant commands, none of which
was based on the continent: the United States European
Command (EUCOM); the United States Central
Command (CENTCOM); and the United States Pacific
Command (PACOM). EUCOM, based in Stuttgart,
Germany, included over 90 states, encompassing all of
Europe, as well as 42 African states and Israel under its
area of responsibility.50 CENTCOM, established in 1983
and based in Tampa, Florida, covered most of south-west
and central Asia, and eight states in Africa (Djibouti,
Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Seychelles, Somalia and
Sudan), all deemed to be ‘having closer ties to the Middle
East’.51 PACOM, based in Hawaii, spanned the west coast
of the US to the east coast of Africa, and incorporated
43 African states, including the islands of Comoros,
Madagascar and Mauritius.52
No other continent was divided among a panoply
of combatant commands in such a disjointed way.53 In
effect, in this Cold War-based combatant command
structure, Africa was ‘never a number-one priority for
any unified command. Each viewed its strategic imperative as being elsewhere, leaving Africa as a secondary
or even tertiary concern’.54 Indeed, African concerns
were subordinated to inevitably higher priorities in
Europe and the Middle East. For instance, CENTCOM
gave most of its attention in terms of resources to the
twin wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as fighting
the long-drawn-out war on terrorism, and focused on
the threat of Iran acquiring nuclear weapons, and the
future of the US military presence in the Middle East.
Similarly, EUCOM has been preoccupied with the
expansion of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO), European allies, the political and territorial
aspirations of resurgent Russia, which outgunned
Georgia in August 2008, and the downsising of US
forces based in Europe. Also, PACOM’s focus is still
Asia, including a bolder China, as well as an unpredictable and near-nuclear North Korea.55
As a result, these combatant commands became unmistakably overstretched, and were unable to effectively
perform their responsibilities in Africa. The division ‘has
reportedly created problems in coordinating activities,
and allegedly has increasingly become too great a burden
on EUCOM and CENTCOM staff ’.56 More disturbingly,
owing to their lack of concern, the combatant commands
never developed a sizeable cadre of experts dedicated to
Africa,57 which was not a ‘priority for the senior officers
whose career prospects depended on their services in
Europe, the Gulf, and the Pacific’.58 Nonetheless, after
September 2001, the Bush administration recognised
Africa ‘as a key area for its counterterrorism operations,
specifically against al-Qaeda-affi liated groups in various
sub-regions within Africa’.59 This new-found concern was

Source AFRICOM
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General Ward has two deputies. First, the post of deputy
to the commander for military operations is filled by a
military flag officer, a three-star general. At present, it is
Vice Admiral Robert Moeller. He supervises all matters
relating to AFRICOM operational implementation and
execution. In addition, he will exercise the command’s
authority in the absence of the AFRICOM commander.
AFRICOM also has a deputy to the commander for
civil-military activities, a position fi lled by a senior
State Department Foreign Service officer. At present,
it is Ambassador Mary Carlin Yates. The deputy to the
commander for civil-military activities is responsible
for directing the command’s civil-military long-range
planning, and programmes associated with health,
humanitarian assistance and security sector reform.65
AFRICOM is based at Kelly Barracks,66 on the
outskirts of Stuttgart, Germany, where EUCOM is
located. There are concerns that locating the command
on the African continent could be perceived as a negative
move, enabling the US to introduce a larger military
presence in Africa.67 US officials have repeatedly asserted
that AFRICOM will not ‘have a large single headquarters
in Africa, rather small regionally based staff presences’,68
with the possibility that they may turn into military
bases in the future.69 Unlike traditional combatant commands, AFRICOM is said to be innovative, and will have
an integrated staff of permanently assigned military and
civilian Department of Defense and non-Department of
Defense government personnel, as well as officers and
staff from foreign military and civilian organisations.70

AFRICOM’s sphere of activities
According to US officials, the full-time focus of
AFRICOM is supposed to be the provision of military
aid and training for African states in order for them to
viably secure their borders and regulate their internal
environments on a sustained basis, and also enhance
interregional cooperation. Accordingly, it will supervise
the Combined Joint Task Force–Horn of Africa, which
was established in 2002 to detect and disrupt terrorist
activities in the Horn of Africa, and the Pan-Sahel
Initiative, which was established in 2002 to improve
counter-terrorism cooperation in North and West
Africa. AFRICOM will also conduct security cooperation in order to support regional organisations as well
as building capacities in areas such as crisis response,
border and maritime security, especially in the Gulf of
Guinea and the Horn of Africa.71 Furthermore, it will
play an important role in training African peacekeepers.72 Moreover, AFRICOM is meant to play an equally
significant role in the area of humanitarian assistance,
including school building and medical support. Indeed,
a branch within AFRICOM will be focused on better

planning and coordination of sustainable support to such
kinds of humanitarian efforts.73 AFRICOM may even be
engaged in activities countering the use of child soldiers,
and focus on HIV policy development, for instance
ensuring that sufficient infrastructure is in place for HIV
testing and counselling.74

IMPLICATIONS OF AFRICOM
Positive implications of AFRICOM
For the US
AFRICOM undoubtedly offers a better and more
integrated framework for pursuing US interests in Africa
in the light of the rapid changes engendered by the end of
the Cold War and the September 2001 terrorist attacks.
AFRICOM enabled the Bush administration to
... go to the US Congress and argue that the
establishment of AFRICOM demonstrates the
importance of Africa for US national security and the
administration’s commitment to give the continent the
attention that it deserves. If Africa is so important and
if the administration’s actions show that it really wants
to do all sorts of good things for Africa, it hopes that
the next president will be in a much stronger position
to make a convincing case that the legislature must
appropriate substantially greater amounts of money to
fund the new command’s operations. And, within the
Pentagon, the establishment of AFRICOM as a unified
command under the authority of a high-ranking officer
with direct access to the Secretary of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff will put the new command in a much
stronger position to compete with other commands for
resources, manpower, and influence over policymaking.75

The decision of the Bush administration to give Africa
a higher priority in the combatant command structure
will at least put an end to ‘an organisational arrangement
[which was] a vestige of both the continent’s colonial
legacy and the Cold War, during which the concerns
of Africa were subordinated to interests in Europe [or
the Middle East]’.76 More significantly, AFRICOM may
perhaps ‘provide American political leaders with more
thoughtful, informed military advice based on an indepth knowledge of the region’.77 It could thus enable the
US ‘to exercise a consistent policy over the region rather
than inconsistent or multiple policies arising from two
or more commands, with different priorities, responsible
for the region’.78 AFRICOM may also enable the US ‘to
improve intelligence and contingency planning, and
enhance military-to-military relationship and training’.79
Under such circumstances, the US could more effectively secure better access to oil, curb China’s growing
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political, diplomatic and economic influence, oversee
counter-terrorism undertakings and anticipate security
challenges in Africa.80

For Africa
The establishment of AFRICOM could be taken as a credible symbol of US commitment, notionally indicating the
newly emerging strategic importance attached to Africa by
the US.81 It could also signal an attempt by the US to better
understand historical legacies, multiple circumstances,
wider security concerns and geopolitical parameters of
African states.82 Beyond that, AFRICOM was not designed
to address ongoing conflicts and even prevent nascent
crises from intensifying in Africa. But it could provide
the context and guidance for solving Africa’s political and
military crises early enough for them to be meaningful, or
at least for damping down unwelcome developments and
reversing external disruptions in Africa.
It could help in particular with training deployable
African peacekeeping battalions and building relatively
more professional African militaries that are able to
fend off external threats, foil planned terrorist attacks,
and protect sensitive areas such as oil installations. It
could also provide a channel of communications, and
even seek reciprocal restraints and develop mutual trust
between warring sides. Finally, it could enhance maritime security along Africa’s coastlines in order to reduce
criminality through the provision of effective training,
intelligence and technical support, as well as conducting
occasional joint exercises.83

Negative implications of AFRICOM
For the US
The Department of Defense84 has a comparative advantage in the US government structure in terms of superior
organisational, financial and logistical resources85 and
when measured against the relatively less assertive
Department of State, which is essentially dissociated
from military operations aimed at establishing positions of influence. An AFRICOM that is answerable to
the Department of Defense, given wide discretion and
granted operational autonomy, as well as possessing
a relatively better understanding of Africa’s strategic
realities, may ultimately become the major, at times
even dominant, influence on the substance of US
foreign policy towards Africa. It may, by default, come
to participate in many crucial aspects of day-to-day
implementation of that policy, and even dictate principles and policies to African governments.86 It could
inevitably overshadow the civilian-led policy research
and policy making leadership as well as the interagency
process, ultimately shifting the initiative away from the
Department of State.87
6

It could also lead to a blind endorsement by the
US, as occurred during the Cold War,88 of institutionally ineffective, economically corrupt and politically
repressive regimes which are led by astute and ruthless
leaders. These regimes would enthusiastically cooperate
with AFRICOM, a deceitful alibi for them to commit
heinous human rights abuses using Cold War tactics
with some modifications.89 Despite its rhetoric about
spreading democracy,90 the US could thereby be held
responsible for the erosion of gains towards multiparty
democracy and the derailment of internal motors for
political change in Africa. The greater the association of
the US with an African state, the greater its identification
with the prevailing regime, which would be emboldened
either to resist settlements in unresolved internal and
external conflicts or simply to avoid making necessary
reforms or to reach out to opposition parties excluded
from power.91 An overt US presence or connection could
thus transform the stakes of African conflicts and make
them more impervious to diplomatic solutions.92 It could
exacerbate regional tensions, as rival states compete
to host AFRICOM facilities, rather than contribute to
compromise solutions.

For Africa
With, on balance, a mixed record of US relations
with Africa, most Africans have always been deeply
suspicious of US involvement in the continent’s affairs.
Furthermore, the prevailing image of the US military
is grimly conveyed to them by images of the Iraqi war,
which has claimed the lives of hundreds of thousands of
Iraqi citizens. Africans are also particularly concerned
that AFRICOM will somehow become the lead US
government interlocutor with Africa, representing the
definite militarisation of US foreign policy towards the
continent, despite the ‘brave attempt to put a civilian
mask on the face of [the] combatant command’.93 They
are also afraid that an increase in such involvement and
militarisation would ‘only fuel the terrorism which it
was meant to stop and increase anti-American sentiment
in Africa’.94 Many Africans think that military power is
absolutely no panacea for terrorist threats, and that, in
most cases, it will backfire and attract them after building animosity and allowing conditions to deteriorate, as
in Somalia, where events speak for themselves.95
It is also highly doubtful, from the viewpoint of
Africans, that an undermanned AFRICOM would better
understand and effectively respond on any scale and in a
more direct manner to the security priorities of African
states and peoples.96 It could, on the contrary, produce
many unintentional and adverse costs, which will linger
on for the coming decades, including the risk of triggering a reciprocal militarisation of China’s Africa policy.
China could conceivably in the coming decades, and
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regardless of the associated hassle, vigorously expand its
military cooperation with African states through pacts,
joint exercises, intelligence exchange and training; pay
its oil bills with increased sales of weapons; deploy its
military forces; establish military facilities in Africa;
and even set up its own Africa Command. Thus, African
interests could, once again, be trampled by a revised
version of the Cold War between the US and China.97 In
sum, it could unwittingly send the message that Africa is
still viewed by the US as a strategic prize in a Cold Warstyle geopolitical struggle, causing damage to US-Africa
relations which will take time to mend.

CONCLUSION
It is the understanding of the author of this paper,
after extensively and carefully reading what other
experts wrote about the rationale and establishment of
AFRICOM, that the structure of the three combatant
commands dealing with Africa made it hard for the US
to design and consistently implement a coherent policy
which aims primarily at enhancing its energy security
and counter-terrorism activities on the continent. Thus,
while paying lip service to the rather hollow concept
of humanitarian assistance, AFRICOM will focus
practically on providing better support for the pursuit
of renewed US interests in Africa, which can be accurately summarised in three words – ‘oil, China
and terrorism’.98

AFRICOM will practically focus
on providing better support
for the pursuit of renewed
US interests in Africa
Deeper analysis suggests, however, that the conception of AFRICOM was – partially owing to a thinness
of ‘American understanding of diverse and complex
African societies’99 – very poorly thought through and
badly implemented,100 for instance leaving out Egypt,
which is a major player in the international relations of
Africa and key to its stability. Moreover, the name of the
combatant command carries a strong colonial overtone.
Basing it in Germany was a rather ominous choice,
reminiscent of the 1885 Berlin Conference, after which
the infamous scramble for Africa by European colonial
powers got under way.101
It is also increasingly becoming apparent that even a
determined, well-staffed and better-prepared AFRICOM

will reflect the longstanding contradiction of US policy
towards Africa, which perpetually suffers from institutional rivalry and hypothetically requires strengthening
democracy. Yet this last concern, traditionally regarded
as the centrepiece of US foreign policy, seems to have
been thwarted by more immediate and narrower security
requirements designed by the Department of Defense.102
It is in this context that the pragmatist Obama was elected
president of the US.
Every incoming US president would like to distance
himself from his predecessor’s foreign policy course,
especially one from the opposite party, and cut a new
path in foreign policy.103 Yet foreign policy expert Robert
Kagan, of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, predicted as early as in 2006 that ‘if the Democrats
did take office in 2009, their approach to the post-September 11 world would be marginally different, but not
stunningly different from Bush’s ... In fact, the options
open to any new administration are never as broad as
its supporters imagine, which is why, historically, there
is more continuity than discontinuity in American
foreign policy’.104
It is evident that the foreign policy of the incoming
administration can only proceed along these lines. To be
sure, Obama has inherited countless domestic and international problems, including the recent financial crisis
and economic downturn; contentious free trade; negative climate change; illegal immigration; Mumbai-like
terrorist threats; the resurgent conflicts in Afghanistan
and Iraq; and the Israeli-Palestinian confrontation.105 As
he grapples with the numerous practical and immediate
political and military necessities related to these problems, the range of options open to him will be limited,
and he may, from day one, find it impossible to dispense
with military power.106 Thus, even though he seems to
understand the need for ‘less emphasis on military power
and more on using diplomacy and foreign aid to bend
other nations toward US interests’,107 Obama will be
obliged to somewhat ‘follow the path marked out by the
Bush administration’.108
The case of AFRICOM will be no different, especially since no other acceptable alternative exists to it in the
short term, and if initial policy reviews come to suggest
that the costs of making use of it could be greater
than the risks of not using it. Th is was clear from the
statements Obama made about AFRICOM during the
campaign. Obama maintained that AFRICOM ‘should
serve to coordinate and synchronise our military
activities with our other strategic objectives in Africa’,
contending that ‘there will be situations that require
the United States to work with its partners in Africa to
fight terrorism with lethal force’. He then asserted that
‘having a unified command operating in Africa will
facilitate this action’.109
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It would, nonetheless, be wise of the Obama administration to attain a clear definition and ordering of US
interests in Africa. It should also ‘adopt an intelligent
approach by realising that dealing with Africa’s crises
requires more than just brute military force, but in fact
demands a measured and calculated response to deal
with any potential threats on the African continent,
albeit directly or indirectly related to security’.110 In the
first place, Obama should use the good will which he
so skilfully generated during the campaign to dispel
the chasm of mistrust among Africans.111 This chasm
of mistrust was directly caused by the unilateralism
and equivocation so characteristic of the eight years of
the Bush administration, during which Colin Powell
and Condoleeza Rice, two African Americans who had
both served as national security advisors, paradoxically
occupied the post of secretary of state.
The Obama administration should then make sure
that AFRICOM is subordinated to a relatively more
enlightened policy formulated by the Department of
State, which ought to strengthen its organisational
capacity, including enlisting more expertise on Africa. It
will also have to ensure that AFRICOM’s presence on the
continent remains as low-key as possible, avoiding the
uproar created by basing Pershing missiles in Germany in
the mid-1980s. It should unambiguously rule out building
and maintaining a permanent base structure on African
soil. Two arguments can be used against stationing troops
on African soil. First, stationing troops in Africa will be
regionally disruptive,112 and will politically undermine the
host state, exposing it to intensified criticism that it is just
a puppet, while depicting the US as being unnecessarily
aggressive. Second, the creation of such capabilities would
create incentives for their use by the US military for other
purposes, including counter-productive interventions.
Thus, the Obama administration should focus more on
how to incrementally shore up US interests and influence
in Africa, based on the political performance of African
states, including their observance of internationally accepted principles of democracy, without further destabilising them and jeopardising their long-term cooperation.
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